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Abstract—The query processing in a mobile computing environment involves join processing among different sites which include

static servers and mobile computers. Because of the presence of asymmetric features in a mobile computing environment, the

conventional query processing for a distributed database cannot be directly applied to a mobile computing system. In this paper, we

first explore some unique features of a mobile environment and then, in light of these features, devise query processing methods for

both join and query processing. Remote mobile joins are said to be effectual if they are, when being interleaved into a join sequence,

able to reduce the amount of data transmission cost required for distributed mobile query processing. Since mobile relations are

employed as reducers in our proposed query processing cost model, more mobile joins in the query processing lead to less data

transmitted through the network. With proper scheduling, interleaving effectual remote mobile joins into a query scheduling can

significantly reduce the total amount of data transmission among different sites. A simulator is developed to evaluate the performance

of algorithms devised. Our results show that the approach of interleaving the processing of distributed mobile queries with effectual

remote mobile joins is not only efficient, but also effective in reducing the total amount of data transmission cost required to process

distributed mobile queries.

Index Terms—Distributed query processing, mobile computing, remote mobile joins, query scheduling.
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1 INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, the need for accessing information from
anywhere at any time has been a driving force for a

variety of portable devices and mobile applications. As the
number of mobile applications increases rapidly, there has
been a growing demand for the use of distributed database
architectures for various applications [10], [25], [38], [43],
[57], [67]. Applications such as stock activities, traffic
reports, and weather forecasts have become increasingly
popular [58]. Various wireless data networking technolo-
gies, including IS-136 [54], CDMA2000 [37], Wireless
Application Protocol (WAP) [59], and third generation
mobile phone [6], have been developed. Among others,
with the rapid advances in palm computer technologies, a
mobile computer is envisioned to be equipped with more
powerful capabilities, including the storage of a small
database and the capacity of data processing [44]. Conse-
quently, the query processing in a mobile computing
system which involves fixed hosts and several mobile
computers has emerged as an issue of growing importance.

Generally, there are three primary types of wireless

mobile networks [26], [36], [42], [52], [56]. The first one is
known as an infrastructured network, i.e., a network with
fixed and wired base stations. These base stations act as the

gateways between high-speed wired networks and low-
bandwidth wireless networks. A mobile device within these
networks connects to the nearest base station with a

wireless connection when the device is inside the service

area of the base station. A handoff occurs when a mobile
device moves from one service area to another. Examples of
this type of networks include GPRS [11] and 3G [1]. The
second type of networks is known as infrastructureless
networks, which is also known as mobile ad hoc networks
(referred to as MANETs). MANETs do not have fixed nodes
and all nodes are capable of movement and can be
connected dynamically. In addition to end hosts, mobile
nodes of these networks also function as routers which
discover and maintain routes, and forward packets to other
nodes. A number of standards have been developed to
support MANETs, including IEEE 802.11 [36], HomeRF
[42], and Bluetooth [26]. Example applications of MANETs
include digital battlefield communications, personal area
networks [52], [56], and sensor networks [34]. Third, several
hybrid network architectures [56], [66], e.g., IEEE 802.16,
have been proposed to integrate heterogeneous networks to
provide high availability and high bandwidth mobile
computing environments.

On the other hand, a considerable amount of research
effort on mobile database issues has been elaborated upon
in recent years. These studies cover a broad spectrum of
topics including:

1. data replication in infrastructured networks [31],
[51] and MANETs [28], [62];

2. data broadcasting [2], [3] and dissemination strategy
[39], [55];

3. caching design [35], [47], [63];
4. mobility management [4], [33], [46], [56];
5. location-dependent data query processing [50], [68]

and caching [48]; and
6. transaction management [19], [21].

Conventionally, as pointed out in [64], the processing of
a distributed query is composed of the following three
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phases: 1) local processing phase, 2) reduction phase, and 3) final
processing phase. Significant research efforts have been
focused on the problem of reducing the amount of data
transmission required for phases 2) and 3) of distributed
query processing [9], [13], [14], [22]. The semijoin and join
operations have received a considerable amount of atten-
tion and have been extensively studied in the literature [15],
[38], [41], [49], [61]. In addition, relevant works on query
processing include client-server-based query processing
[22], [32], mobile computing query processing [30], [32],
[53], [60], query processing on the Web [25], and network-
based ones [10], [38], [43], [57], [65], [67], to name a few.
However, as will be explained later, without considering
network characteristics and asymmetric computing cap-
ability, the conventional approach for distributed query
processing cannot be directly applied to the mobile
computing environment nowadays.

Consider an inventory application, for example, where a
salesperson uses, for his/her work, a mobile computer
device in which a fragment of database contains the
information of his/her customer records. In Fig. 1, a
portable computer, such as M2, is hand-carried by this
salesperson and is located at Cell1 while F1 and M3 are also
located at the same region Cell1. On the other hand, F4, M5,
and M6 with different data sets are allocated at Cell2. F1 and
F4 represent fixed hosts and M2, M3, M5, and M6 are mobile
hosts. Note that, depending on the corresponding coher-
ency control mechanism employed, the data copy in the
fixed host server could be obsolete [16]. Since the most up-
to-date data is stored in the mobile computers, a query
generated by a salesperson could be a sequence of joins to
be performed across the relations residing in the server and
several mobile computers, resulting in a very different
execution scenario from the one for query processing in a

traditional distributed system. Furthermore, mobile com-
puters use small batteries for their operations without
directly connecting to any power source and the bandwidth
of wireless communication is, in general, limited. As a
result, how to conserve the computing capability and
communication bandwidth of a mobile unit while allowing
mobile users of the ability to access information from
anywhere at any time has become an important design
issue in a mobile system [7], [18], [32].

Consequently, we shall explore in this paper three
important asymmetric features of a mobile computing
system and, in light of these features, develop correspond-
ing query processing schemes for mobile computing
systems. The first asymmetric feature is on the computing
capability between fixed hosts and mobile hosts [45].
Usually, mobile computers have limited resources for their
computing operations and the server is certainly much
more powerful than a portable computing device. Note
that, in traditional distributed query processing, the sites
involved in a query processing are usually assumed to have
the same level of processing capability, which is, however,
not valid in a mobile environment. The second asymmetric
feature is on the transmission bandwidth between fixed
hosts and mobile hosts. Clearly, the transmitting capability
among mobile hosts is smaller than that among fixed hosts
since the transmission bandwidth of fixed hosts is, in
general, much larger than that of mobile hosts. The third
asymmetric feature is on the transmission cost coefficients
among local hosts and remote hosts. The transmission cost
required for transmitting one unit of data among local hosts
is much smaller than the corresponding cost required
among remote hosts. These features distinguish the query
processing in a mobile environment from the one in a
traditional distributed system and, hence, have to be
considered when the costs of the corresponding operations
are modeled.

Due to the presence of asymmetric features in a mobile
computing environment, the conventional query processing
for a distributed database cannot be directly applied to a
mobile computing system. In view of this, we shall
explicitly devise query processing methods for both joins
and query processing. Remote mobile joins are said to be
effectual if they are, when being interleaved into a join
sequence, able to reduce the amount of data transmission
cost required for distributed mobile query processing. Since
mobile relations are employed as reducers in our proposed
query processing cost model, more mobile joins in the query
processing lead to less data transmitted through the
network. Instead of processing queries by performing the
minimum-cost joins sequentially, as with conventional
methodologies [9], [13], [14], [22], interleaving effectual
remote mobile joins into a query scheduling can signifi-
cantly reduce the total amount of data transmission among
different cells. It can be verified that the total data
transmission cost of the processing in a distributed mobile
query can be reduced by the algorithms devised in this
paper by using effectual remote joins. Performance studies
on the sensitivity of various important parameters, includ-
ing the number of mobile relations in a cell architecture, the
density of query, the number of relation tuples, the amount
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of an attribute cardinality, and network transmission
coefficients in a mobile computing model, are also con-
ducted. It is shown by our simulation results that, by
exploiting three asymmetric features, the effectual remote
mobile joins proposed are very powerful in reducing the
amount of data transmission cost incurred and can lead to
the design of an efficient and effective query processing
procedure for a mobile computing environment.

We mention in passing that, without dealing with query
processing, the authors in [5] studied the issues of
optimization between energy consumption and server
workload in a mobile environment. Several research efforts
have elaborated upon developing a location dependent
query mechanism [20], [53], [60]. The authors in [29]
presented the concept of queries with location constraints,
i.e., constraints which involve location of mobile users. In
[53], the authors proposed a spatial-temporal data model
for the query of moving data in mobile environments. The
position update policy is addressed in [60]. Without
exploiting the network characteristics and asymmetric
features of computing capability, the attention of prior
studies was mainly paid to the query mechanisms with
location constraints and query processing in traditional
distributed databases [12], [13], [22], [23], but not to the
specific cost model and the query processing for a mobile
computing system explored in this paper. As mentioned
above, due to these asymmetric features of a mobile
computing system, the cost model and the design of query
processing schemes are different from those in a traditional
distributed database. In this paper, we not only formulate a
new cost model which takes these asymmetric features into
consideration, but also explicitly investigate the join
methods and develop the corresponding query processing
schemes. These features distinguish this paper from others.

This rest of this paper is organized as follows: Pre-
liminaries are given in Section 2. Two join schemes and
query processing schemes for multijoin queries are pro-
posed in Section 3. Performance studies are conducted in
Section 4. This paper concludes with Section 5.

2 PRELIMINARIES

As in most previous works in distributed databases [64], we

assume a query is in the form of conjunctions of equi-join

predicates and all attributes are renamed in such a way that

two join attributes have the same attribute name if and only

if they have a join predicate between them. jKj is used to

denote the cardinality of a set K. For notational simplicity,

the width of an attribute A and that of a tuple in Ri are

assumed to be one unit. The size of the total amount of data

in Ri can then be denoted by jRij. jAj is used to denote the

cardinality of the domain of an attribute A. Define the

selectivity �i;a of attribute A in Ri as jRiðAÞj
jAj , where RiðAÞ is

the set of distinct values for the attribute A in Ri. Ri �A !
Rj means a semijoin from Ri to Rj on attribute A. After the

semijoin Ri �A ! Rj, the cardinality of Rj can be estimated

as jRjj�i;a. To simplify the notation, Ri ! Rj is used to mean

a semijoin from Ri to Rj in the case that the semijoin

attribute does not have to be specified. Also, the notation

Ri ) Rj is used to mean that Ri is sent to the site of Rj and

a join operation is performed with Rj there. We use R0
i to

denote the resulting relation after joins/semijoins are

applied to an original relation Ri.
Consider the relations in Table 1. Suppose jAj ¼ 5,

jBj ¼ 10, and the width of each attribute is one unit. In
addition, we have �1;b ¼ 0:3 and �2;b ¼ 0:6. Also, jR1j ¼ 5,
jR2j ¼ 7, R1ðBÞ ¼ fb1; b3; b4g, and R1:B ¼ R2:B.

Conventionally, a function of the form CðXÞ ¼ c0 þ c1 �X
is used to characterize communication cost, where X is the
amount of data shipped from one site to another, c1 is the
communication cost per data unit [8], and the start-up
connection cost c0 is usually less significant. However, if the
network topology is taken into consideration, the notion of
identifying a profitable semijoin that prior work relied upon
[64] is incomplete and, in fact, might be misleading in some
cases. Explicitly, c1 is not a constant when network
characteristics are considered and its value is dependent
upon the network topology.

In general, it is very difficult to determine a network cost
model since the practical transmission bandwidth for a
network traffic is in fact time-dependent. Hence, statistical
values of transmission bandwidth of the network are
employed to provide a proper solution. Note that, even
though the temporal traffic is not a constant value and
almost unpredictable in the present network, utilizing a
statistical average to optimize the scheduling of query
processing in a mobile environment will limit the error of
scheduling to an acceptable range. Nevertheless, due to the
fast development of QoS techniques in the next generation
mobile units, IEEE 802.11a/b and IEEE 802.16, the network
traffic is envisioned to become more stable in coming years
[40]. As a consequence, the transmission coefficient cm!n is
used to serve as the statical average value in each network
edge. We define an effectual semijoin as follows.

Definition 1 (Effectual Semijoin). A semijoin,
R1ðS1Þ �B ! R2ðS2Þ, is called effectual if its cost of
sending R1ðBÞ, i.e., c1!2ðjR1ðBÞj ¼ jBj�1;bÞ, is smaller than
its benefit, i.e., c2!1ðjR2j � jR2j�1;b ¼ jR2jð1� �1;bÞÞ, where
R1 and R2 are located at sites S1 and S2, respectively, and jR2j
and jR2j�1;b represent, respectively, the sizes of R2 before and
after the semijoin. Thus, jR1ðBÞjc1!2 is used to denote the cost
of a semijoin R1 �B ! R2.

Note that jR1ðBÞj ¼ 1 3 and

jR2jð1� �1;bÞ ¼ 1 7 0:7 ¼ 4:9;
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as illustrated in the example above. If R1 �B ! R2 is
effectual, then c1!2 should be smaller than 4:9

3  c2!1.
Otherwise, if

c2!1ðjR2ðBÞjÞ < c1!2ðjR1jð1� �2;bÞÞ;

then R2ðS2Þ �B ! R1ðS1Þ is an effectual semijoin. Different
transmission paths with different transmission coefficients
will lead to different transmission costs though the amount
of data transmission is the same. Thus, the scheduling of
query processing will be significantly influenced by the
transmission coefficients among network characteristics. In
general, the path with higher bandwidth and lower
communication costs, such as the local communication
with fixed hosts, is associated with a lower transmission
cost coefficient. The remote mobile communication, in
contrast, is certainly more expensive than the local one.

Furthermore, we assume that the values of attributes are
uniformly distributed over all tuples in a relation and that
the values of one attribute are independent from each other.
The cardinalities of the resulting relations from join
operations can thus be estimated according to the formula
in [14]. Note that this assumption is not essential, but will
simplify our presentation. In the presence of certain
database characteristics and data skew, we only have to
modify the formula for estimating the cardinalities of
resulting relations from joins accordingly [24], [27].

2.1 Cost Model

Consequently, we derive a cost model which considers

these three asymmetric features of a mobile computing

system. Our model consists of two distinct sets of entities:

mobile hosts and fixed hosts [7]. Furthermore, we use local

and remote to indicate two different communication modes.

Local communication means that the transmission is among

hosts in the same cell, whereas remote communication

means that the transmission is among different cells. For

ease of our discussion, symbols used are shown in Table 2.

cLFF denotes local transmission cost coefficient among fixed

hosts and we assume cLFF is a basic coefficient and its value

is given as one unit for transmitting one unit of data among

local fixed hosts. The local transmission cost coefficient

among mobile hosts is denoted by cLMM . Analogously, we use

cLMF to indicate the local transmission cost coefficient between

mobile hosts and fixed hosts. For remote communication, we

have three parameters to model the transmission costs among

mobile and fixed hosts, i.e., cRFF , cRMM , and cRMF . In addition,

several transmission cost ratios are used to represent the

relationship among these transmission coefficients, i.e.,

rRL
FF ¼ cR

FF

cL
FF

, rRL
MM ¼ cR

MM

cL
MM

, rLMF ¼ cLMM

cL
FF

, and rRMF ¼ cR
MM

cR
FF

. Note that

the processing time in each computing host may vary and

its system dependent optimization is a challenging issue

itself [9] and is beyond the scope of this paper.

3 QUERY PROCESSING IN A MOBILE COMPUTING

SYSTEM

Join processing in a mobile computing system is discussed
in Section 3.1. The query processing scheme with a divide-

and-conquer technique based on the cell architecture (to be
referred to as scheme QPC) is discussed in Section 3.2. The

scheme that is devised with effectual remote mobile joins

(to be referred to as scheme QPR) is described in Section 3.3.
Moreover, the solution searching space is analyzed in

Section 3.4.

3.1 Join Processing in a Mobile Computing System

We now derive the solution procedure for minimizing the
cost of join methods in a mobile computing system.

Consider the scenario of join processing in Fig. 2, where
the fixed host F1 has relation R1 and the fixed hosts F2 has

relation R2. R3 is located at the mobile host M3. Suppose
that the mobile user M3 submits a query that performs a join

operation of R1, R2, and R3 on their common attribute A
and B, R1:A ¼ R3:A and R2:B ¼ R3:B, with the correspond-

ing selectivity factors �A and �B, respectively. We will select
F1 as the location for storing the join result. With this given

model, we shall examine two join methods. To simplify our
presentation, TCðJÞ is used to represent the data transmis-

sion cost of the join method J .
In what follows, we examine a join sequence which

preforms the joins based on cell architecture with a divide-

and-conquer technique in Section 3.1.1. Section 3.1.2
describes the effectual remote mobile join method. Analysis

of these join methods is given in Section 3.1.3.
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3.1.1 Processing Joins with Divide-and-Conquer

(denoted by JC)

Consider a query in Fig. 2 as an example. Traditionally, the

query processing is performed based on the minimum-cost

join in a forward-scheduling manner. Since the transmission

cost among local communication paths is more inexpensive

than that among remote communication paths, the query

will be naturally divided into two separated subqueries

based on the cell architecture and processed independently.

This is how the notion of divide and conquer comes out.

One is the subquery belonging to the communication cell

Cell1 and the other is belonging to Cell2. After the join

results of each subquery are merged into a fixed host, the

residue relations can be processed with the new query. Such

a processing scenario is shown in Fig. 3. Note that, with the

forward scheduling method, the join processing, merging

the partial database R3 on M3 to R1 of F1, will be the most

efficient processing. As a result, a cost of TCðR3 ) R1Þ ¼
cLMF � jR3j is incurred and a new relation R0

1 is generated in

F1, where jR0
1j ¼

jR1jjR3j
jAj .

After all of the local join sequences in each subquery are

finished, two separated subqueries are merged to be a new

query, i.e., R0
1:B ¼ R2:B between F1 and F2. Since the

amount of tuples storing in the fixed host database is much

larger than the number of an attribute cardinality, i.e., both

jR1j and jR2j are much larger than jBj in a mobile

environment, an effectual semijoin occurs between these

two residual relations in fixed hosts. Because of jR1j � jBj,
�1;B is assumed to be unchanged after the join processing. In

other words, a semijoin R0
1 �B ! R2 and a join R0

2 ) R0
1

will be processed in this merged query, which leads to a

cost of

TCðR0
1 �B ! R2Þ þ TCðR0

2 ) R0
1Þ

¼ cRFF � jR0
1ðBÞj þ cRFF � �1;B � jR2j:

Then, the corresponding costs is summarized as follows:

TCðJCÞ ¼ cLMF � jR3j þ cRFF � �1;B � ðjBj þ jR2jÞ:

3.1.2 Processing Joins with Remote Mobile Join

(denoted by JR)

Next, consider the case of join processing with remote
mobile joins. Instead of merging the join operation
between F1 and M3, R3 is merged to R2, followed by
the join processing between F1 and F2. Even though the
remote transmission cost coefficient between mobile
hosts and fixed hosts, i.e., cRMF , is much larger than
the local transmission cost between mobile hosts and
fixed hosts, i.e., cLMF , it can be still profitable with a
high reduction ratio leading to the use of an effectual
remote mobile join. As shown in the execution scenario
in Fig. 4, the total transmission cost will be
TCðR3 ) R2Þ þ TCðR1 �B ! R0

2Þ þ TCðR00
2 ) R1Þ, where

TCðR3 ) R2Þ ¼ cRMF � jR3j, TCðR1 �B ! R0
2Þ þ TCðR00

2 )
R1Þ ¼ cRFF � ð�1;B � jBj þ jR00

2 jÞ and jR00
2 j ¼ �1;B � jR1jjR3j

jAj . Con-
sequently, we have corresponding costs below.

TCðJRÞ ¼ cRMF � jR3j þ cRFF � �1;B � jBj þ jR1jjR3j
jAj

� �
:

3.1.3 Analysis of Join Processing

To examine the amount of data transmission cost incurred

by JC and JR. Specifically, the criterion of identifying an

effectual remote mobile join to reduce the amount of data

transmission cost is derived. In practice, the local transmis-

sion cost coefficient between local mobile hosts and local

fixed hosts cLMF is very close to the value among local

mobile hosts cLMM . To simplify our discussion, cLMF ¼ cLMM

and cRMF ¼ cRMM are assumed in this paper. Note that such

as assumption is made for ease of discussion and is not

essential for the use of remote joins we propose in this

paper. For better readability, proofs of lemmas and

theorems are given in the Appendix for interested readers.

Lemma 1. cRFF ¼ rRL
MM

rR
MF

� cLMF .

Lemma 2. With
rR
MF

ðrRL
MM

�1Þ
rRL
MM

< �1;B � ðjR2j
jR3j �

jR1j
jAj Þ, the amount of

data transmission cost incurred by method JR is smaller than

that by method JC , i.e., TCðJRÞ < TCðJCÞ, where R2 is a

remote fixed host and R3 is an example of the local mobile host.

With Lemma 2, an effectual remote mobile join is defined
as follows:

Definition 2. A remote mobile join is called effectual if and only

if TCðJRÞ is smaller than TCðJCÞ.
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Fig. 3. An illustrative scenario of the join processing with divide-and-

conquer.

Fig. 2. An example scenario for join processing.
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With Definition 2, we can derive the following theorem.
According to Theorem 1, effectual remote mobile joins can
be interleaved into the query scheduling to reduce the data
transmission cost of multijoin processing.

Theorem 1. A remote mobile join is effectual if and only if
rR
MF

ðrRL
MM

�1Þ
rRL
MM

< �1;B � ðjR2j
jR3j �

jR1j
jAj Þ, where jR3j is the size of

relations in a remote fixed host, �1;B denotes the selectivity of a

relation in the local fixed host, and jR2j is the size of a relation

in the local mobile host.

It can be verified that, by judiciously applying effectual
remote mobile joins, method JR can reduce the amount of
data transmission cost as a whole. As can been seen later,
Theorem 1 derived above can be employed to determine the
threshold for whether method JR should be utilized.

3.2 Query Processing with Divide-and-Conquer
(denoted by QPC)

Consider the illustrative query in Fig. 5 as an example
where the destination site is F1. In scheme QPC , the JC

method is utilized. First, the query is divided into two
subqueries and each subquery is processed with forward
scheduling algorithm. In Fig. 6, QS1 and QS2 belong to Cell1
and Cell2, respectively. R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, and R6 are located
at QS1 and R7, R8, R9, and R10, in contrast, belong to
subquery QS2. After each partial result of subquery is
generated, we merge these residue relations to be a new
query. Then, the forward scheduling algorithm is utilized
again for the new query processing. Note that, since the
amount of jRF j, where RF denotes the relation in fixed
hosts, is usually much larger than jRM j, that is the relation
in mobile host, the partial result of each subquery will be
naturally located at the fixed host. Therefore, we assume
that the query result R0

1 of QS1 is located in F1 and the result
R0

7 of QS2 is located in F7. Consequently, the query result
can be generated in F1 by the final merging processing from
R0

7 to R0
1. Such an adaptive version of conventional

procedure denoted by QPC can be outlined below. The
concept of algorithm FS (standing for forward scheduling)
is also presented.

Procedure QPC: Determine the scheduling of multijoin
queries based on the cell architecture.

Step 1: Based on cell architecture, divide the original query
into several subqueries.

Step 2: Process each subquery with algorithm forward
scheduling.

Step 3: Merge residue relations from each subquery into a
new query, which is referred to as a conquer query.

Step 4: Do the query processing of the conquer query with
forward scheduling algorithm again and generate the
query result.

Step 5: Send the query result to the needed destination.

Algorithm Forward Scheduling (algorithm FS): Determine
the join sequence starting from performing the minimum-
cost join.

Step 1: Perform effectual semijoins in the query.

Step 2: With join processing, merge relations from the path
of minimum transmission cost.

Step 3: Reorganize the query.

Step 4: If the query is empty, go to Step 5. Otherwise, go
back to Step 2.

Step 5: End

3.3 Query Processing with Effectual Remote Mobile
Joins (denoted by QPR)

Clearly, scheme QPC does not exploit the relationship among
remote relations and may thus consume much valuable
communication cost for the join processing in the merged
query QM . Instead of partitioning the query into several
subqueries based on the cell architecture, as in scheme QPC ,
the concept of the effectual remote mobile join will be
employed in algorithm QPR. According to Theorem 1, an
effectual remote mobile join can successfully reduce the
transmission cost. The corresponding figures of each step in
QPR procedure are illustrated in Fig. 7. For ease of exposition,
LdðÞ denotes a set of local joins in the destination cell and LrðÞ
is the set of local joins in a remote cell. In addition, RðÞ
represents a set of the remote joins across different cells. For
example, LdðRM;RMÞ denotes the set of joins among local
mobile relations in the destination cell.
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First, in Step 1 of Fig. 8a, connected relations among
fixed hosts and mobile hosts in the cell of query destination
are merged with algorithm FS. For ease of our discussion,
we assume that the join result of R6:B ¼ R3:B is merged to
M3. The relationship R0

3:I ¼ R9:I among mobile hosts
located in different cells is exploited by the join processing
in Step 2. The result is in M9, as shown in Fig. 8b, if
RðRM;RMÞ can induce effectual remote mobile joins. In
Step 3 of Fig. 8c, we merge R0

9:H ¼ R10:H of the connected
mobile hosts in remote cells to the mobile host M10. Then,
Fig. 8d shows that R0

10 is merged to the fixed host F8 in
Step 4. Using effectual remote mobile joins RðRM;RF Þ in
Step 5, mobile relations in the local cell are merged into
fixed hosts in the remote cell. Fig. 8f indicates the operation
of merge relations in remote fixed hosts to F7 in Step 6.
Furthermore, the merge operations among local mobile
hosts and local fixed hosts are performed in Step 7, as
shown in Fig. 8g. Similarly, the merged result R0

2 is assumed
to be located in F2. Then, we merge relations of the fixed
hosts in the local cell to F1 with LdðRF ;RF Þ of Step 8 in
Fig. 8h. Finally, Fig. 8i illustrates the final step of merging
the relations in remote fixed hosts to the local fixed host F1.
The final result is generated in Step 9 of QPR.
Procedure QPR is outlined below. Note that, in each step,
the merging processing is based on algorithm FS.

Procedure QPR: Determine the scheduling of multijoin
queries with remote mobile joins

Step 1: Merge relations in mobile hosts which are connected
with each other in the destination cell of query. That is,
perform the joins in the set of LdðRM;RMÞ;

Step 2: If there exist effectual remote mobile joins among
relations in mobile hosts, merge those relations to the
mobile hosts in remote cell. That is, perform the joins in
the set of RðRM;RMÞ;

Step 3: Merge relations in mobile hosts which are connected
with each other in remote cells. That is, perform the joins
in the set of LrðRM;RMÞ;

Step 4: Merge relations from mobile hosts to fixed hosts,
where mobile hosts and fixed hosts are connected with
each other in remote cells. That is, perform the joins in
the set of LrðRM;RF Þ;

Step 5: If there exist effectual remote mobile joins among
mobile hosts and fixed hosts, merge relation in mobile
hosts of the destination cell to the fixed hosts in remote
cells. That is, perform the joins in the set of RðRM;RF Þ;

Step 6: Merge relations in fixed hosts which are connected
with each other in remote cells. That is, perform the joins
in the set of LrðRF ;RF Þ;

Step 7: Merge relations from mobile hosts to fixed hosts,
where mobile hosts and fixed hosts are in the destination
cell of query. That is, perform the joins in the set of
LdðRM;RF Þ;

Step 8: Merge relations in fixed hosts which are in the
destination cell of query. That is, perform the joins in the
set of LdðRF ;RF Þ;

Step 9: Merge residue relations in fixed hosts to the fixed
host of the destination cell. That is, perform the joins in
the set of RðRF ;RF Þ;

3.4 Analysis of Solution Space

Assume that there are NCell cells in a mobile network
and each cell is of NMobile mobile hosts and NFixed

hosts. In essence, according to the traditional query
processing technique, i.e., FS-like algorithm as men-
tioned above, the size of solution space could be up
to OðððNMobile þNFixedÞ NCellÞ!Þ. On the other hand,
algorithm QPC merges those relations in each cell
separately by algorithm FS in advance, followed by
the employment of another FS process to merge those
sub-query results of each cell as the final query
solution. The size of solution space of QPC is
therefore OððNMobile þNFixedÞ!NCell!Þ. It is noted that the
QPC is more efficient than those traditional query proces-
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Fig. 8. Query processing with QPR methodology. (a) Step 1: LdðRM;RMÞ. Step 2: RðRM;RMÞ. (c) Step 3: LrðRM;RMÞ. (d) Step 4: LrðRM;RFÞ.
(e) Step 5: RðRM;RFÞ. (f) Step 6: LfðRF;RFÞ. (g) Step 7: LdðRM;RFÞ. (h) Step 8: LdðRF;RFÞ. (i) Step 9: RðRF;RFÞ.
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sing algorithms in the wireless mobile computing environ-
ment. As compared to algorithm QPC , QPR utilizes a larger
searching space. However, as will be seen in our experi-
mental studies, judiciously applying effectual remote
mobile joins, algorithm QPR can significantly reduce the
amount of data transmission cost as a whole.

4 EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

As shown in our previous analysis, in such mobile
environments, the query processing, enhanced with useful
features of wireless technology and mobility of mobile
units, provides a new interesting dimension beyond
traditional distributed computing systems. The applications
of processing distributed mobile queries with interleaved
remote mobile joins can be well developed, for example, in
a telecommunication alarm system. With wireless commu-
nication technologies, the newly explored information in
remote mobile devices can also be applied to online
services.

For obtaining reliable experimental results, the method
to generate synthetic query processing we employed in this
study is similar to the ones used in prior works [14], [17].
Simulations were performed to evaluate the effectiveness of
join processing methods and query processing schemes.
The simulation program was coded in C++ and input
queries were generated as follows: The number of relations
in a query was predetermined. The occurrence of an edge
between two relations in the query graph was determined
according to a given probability, denoted by pQG. Without
loss of generality, only queries with connected query graphs
were deemed valid and used for our study. Based on the
above, the cardinalities of relations and attributes were
randomly generated from a uniform distribution within
some reasonable ranges. These settings are similar to those
prior works in query processing [14], [17]. To concentrate
our evaluation, the number of cells to be evaluated is
assumed to be two and only one fixed server host is located
in each communication cell. In addition to two mobile hosts
in each cell, we also assume that each host only contains one
relation. With merge operations, we can merge several fixed
hosts in the same cell together and combine several remote
cells to be one unit of cell. As such, despite its simplicity,
our model can still reflect the reality. For ease of exposition,
unless mentioned otherwise, the default value of each
parameter is given in Table 3. The selectivity of relation

attributes in mobile hosts is randomly generated in the

range of 0:1 to 0:2, while that in fixed hosts is in the range of

0:8 to 0:95. In addition, the communication costs across

remote hosts are more expensive than those across local hosts.

Thus, rRL
FF and rRL

MM are, in general, larger than one, e.g., rRL
FF ¼

30 and rRL
MM ¼ 10 in Taiwan telecommunication service.

Similarly, rRMF ¼ 1:5 and rLMF ¼ 4:5 are larger than one due

to the asymmetry features between mobile hosts and fixed

hosts. Moreover, the density of query is given as pQG ¼ 0:5

and each execution cost is the result of the average from 20

query executions. To simplify our presentation, the execution

cost of algorithmsAdenoted byCostðAÞ, whereA can beQPC

or QPR. To exhibit the benefit of relation replication, the

reduction ratio RCR ¼ j CostðQPCÞ�CostðQPRÞ
CostðQPCÞ j is used as a metric

to compare QPC and QPR.
Even though many prior studies have developed several

efficient algorithms for join or semijoin processing, little

work has taken both the network topology and the

limitation on network bandwidth into consideration. In

accordance with the cost model proposed in this paper, the

algorithm QPC , our proposed algorithm, can be taken as

one kind of the extended schemes from the conventional

query processing. Furthermore, as in most previous works

in distributed query processing, averages are taken over

absolute query execution costs. Performance comparison on

execution costs of queries originating from different sites is,

in fact, a system-dependent issue and is beyond the scope of

this paper. Without loss of generality, we assume the

temporal-final query result will be located at a dedicated

fixed host. Then, the final query result will be transmitted to

the original host of the query.
Our results demonstrate the effectiveness of our effectual

remote mobile joins in the distributed mobile query

processing as taking the network topology into considera-

tion. Extensive performance studies are conducted. Sensi-

tivity analysis on various parameters, including number of

mobile hosts in a cell, the density of query, the amount of

tuples in a relation, the size of relation cardinality, and

transmission cost coefficients in a mobile computing net-

work is conducted.
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TABLE 3
Default Values of Model Parameters
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4.1 Experiment One: Evaluating Number of Mobile
Relations in Each Cell

Fig. 9 shows the performance results for the number of
mobile relations NM in each cell. Explicitly, since mobile
relations are employed as reducers in our proposed query
processing cost model, more mobile joins in the query
processing lead to less data transmitted through the
network. In other words, more mobile relations in a cell
will lead to a higher likelihood of having the effectual
mobile joins as reducers in the query processing. As a
result, with the growth of NM in each cell, the transmission
costs required by both algorithms QPC and QPR decrease,
as shown in Fig. 9a. In Fig. 9b, it can be seen that, with the
presence of effectual remote mobile joins, QPR outperforms
QPC . A higher reduction ratio RCR is observed for large
numbers of NM .

4.2 Experiment Two: Performance Studies for
Density of Query

In this experiment, we analyze the contribution of the
density of query pQG in algorithms QPC and QPR. In
Fig. 10a, it can be seen that the execution results of both
algorithms improves when the connected probability
among relations increases. Statistically, a larger value of
pQG leads to a higher possibility of having effectual mobile
joins, including local and remote mobile joins. Thus, both

QPC and QPR improve with the growth of query density.

However, QPR performs better with the extra benefit from

effectual remote mobile joins, as shown in Fig. 10b.

4.3 Experiment Three: Evaluation on the Attribute
Cardinalities

Fig. 11 shows the performance results for the ratio of

attribute cardinalities over the amount of relation tuples in

the mobile hosts. Consequently, with the growth of

attribute cardinalities, both of the transmission costs of

QPC and QPR decrease, as shown in Fig. 11a. Fig. 11b shows

that, due to the use of the remote mobile joins, the

advantage of QPR over QPC increases as the number of

attribute cardinalities increases. However, once the size of

attribute cardinality grows over a threshold ratio of the

amount of relation tuples in mobile hosts, the effect of cost

reduction achieved by using remote mobile joins will

become saturated.

4.4 Experiment Four: Evaluating Tuples Ratio
between Fixed Hosts and Mobile Hosts

The horizontal axis in Fig. 12 indicates the value of jRF j
jRM j .

With fixed size of the relation tuples in mobile hosts, the

increase of the number of tuples in fixed hosts will lead to

more transmission costs required in the query processing of

both QPC and QPR, as shown in Fig. 12a. Specifically, as
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Fig. 9. Performance studies on various values of NM in each cell. (a) Transmission cost of QPC and QPR. (b) Reduction ratio between QPC and QPR.

Fig. 10. Performance studies on the density of query. (a) Transmission cost of QPC and QPR. (b) Reduction ratio between QPC and QPR.
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shown in Fig. 12b, QPR exhibits a better scheduling than

QPC for a multijoin query processing with the growth of
jRF j
jRM j . Note that effectual remote mobile joins are more

powerful for dealing with the large amount of relation

tuples in remote fixed hosts, thereby reducing the amount

of data transmission costs incurred. Consequently, QPR can

lead to the design of an efficient and effective query

processing procedure for a mobile computing environment.

4.5 Experiment Five: Evaluation on the
Transmission Cost Ratio

Several parameters, as known, are used to be the

transmission cost coefficients in a mobile computing

environment. In this experiment, we will show that these

assumptions have less influence on the efficiency of our

algorithms. Fig. 13 shows the experimental results with

various values of rRL
FF while Fig. 14 shows the perfor-

mance studies with various values of rLMF . Moreover, the

performance studies about rRMF are also given in Fig. 15.

Since rRMF � rRL
FF ¼ rRL

MM � rLMF , as discussed in the cost

model, the transmission cost ratio between remote mobile

hosts and local mobile hosts, i.e., rRL
MM , can be derived and

rRL
MM ¼ rR

MF
�rRL

FF

rL
MF

. Similar scenarios were observed when rRL
MM

was evaluated.
With the increase of rRL

FF , it can be seen that the

transmission coefficient among remote fixed hosts, i.e.,

cRFF ¼ rRL
FF � cLFF , gets higher. Thus, the total transmission

costs required by both of QPC and QPR increase, as shown

in Fig. 13a. However, since jRF j is, in general, large, the

reduction ratio RCR is less affected by rRL
FF . Thus, RCR just

slightly increases with the growth of rRL
FF in Fig. 13b.

Similarly, because the number of relation tuples in mobile

hosts is small as compared to that in fixed hosts, the

reduction ratio RCR remains unchanged with the growth of

rLMF as shown in Fig. 14b. Even though higher rLMF will also

lead to the increase of total transmission costs caused by

QPC and QPR, the total transmission cost of query

processing is orthogonal to the value of rLMF , as shown in

Fig. 14. Furthermore, due to the advantage of using remote

mobile joins in QPR, RCR increases slightly in Fig. 15b.
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Fig. 11. Performance studies on the size of attribute cardinalities over the amount of relation tuples in mobile hosts. (a) Transmission cost of QPC

and QPR. (b) Reduction ratio between QPC and QPR.

Fig. 12. Performance studies on the ratio of relation tuples in fixed hosts over that in mobile hosts. (a) Transmission cost of QPC and QPR.

(b) Reduction ratio between QPC and QPR.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have explored some unique features of a

mobile environment and then, in light of these features, we

devised query processing methods for both join and query

processing. Remote mobile joins were said to be effectual if

they were, when interleaved into a join sequence, able to

reduce the amount of data transmission cost required for

distributed mobile query processing. Since mobile relations

were employed as reducers in our proposed query

processing cost model, more mobile joins in the query

processing led to less data transmitted through the network.
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Fig. 13. Performance studies on transmission cost ratios between remote fixed hosts and local fixed hosts. (a) Transmission cost of QPC and QPR.

(b) Reduction ratio between QPC and QPR.

Fig. 14. Performance studies on transmission cost ratios between local mobile hosts and local fixed hosts. (a) Transmission cost of QPC and QPR.

(b) Reduction ratio between QPC and QPR.

Fig. 15. Performance studies for transmission cost ratio betwen remote mobile hosts and local mobile hosts. (a) Transmission cost of QPC and QPR.

(b) Reduction ratio between QPC and QPR.
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Judiciously interleaving effectual remote mobile joins into

a query scheduling can significantly reduce the total
amount of data communication among different cells. It

was verified that the total data transmission cost of the

processing in a distributed mobile query was reduced by

the algorithms designed by using effectual remote joins.

Performance studies on the sensitivity of various im-

portant parameters, including the number of mobile
relations in a cell architecture, the density of query, the

size of relation tuples, attribute cardinalities, and network

transmission coefficients in a mobile computing model

were also conducted.

APPENDIX

PROOFS OF LEMMA 1 AND THEOREM 1

Proof of Lemma 1. According to the definition of
cLMF ¼ cLMM , cRMF ¼ cRMM , cRMM ¼ rRMF � cRFF , a n d

cRMM ¼ rRL
MM � cLMM , it can be seen that cRMF ¼ rRL

MM � cLMF

and cRMF ¼ rRMF � cRFF . As a consequence , with

rRMF � cRFF ¼ rRL
MM � cLMF , we have cRFF ¼ rRL

MM

rR
MF

� cLMF . tu

Proof of Theorem 1. It follows from Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2

that TCðJRÞ ¼ cRMF � jR3j þ cRFF � �1;B � ðjBj þ jR1jjR3j
jAj Þ and

TCðJCÞ ¼ cLMF � jR3j þ cRFF � �1;B � ðjBj þ jR2jÞ. In order

to let TCðJRÞ < TCðJCÞ, fcRMF � jR3j þ cRFF � �1;B � ðjBj þ
jR1jjR3j

jAj Þg should be smaller than

fcLMF � jR3j þ cRFF � �1;B � ðjBj þ jR2jÞg:

From Lemma 1,

TCðJRÞ ¼ rRL
MM � cLMF � jR3j þ

rRL
MM

rRMF

� cLMF � �1;B

� jBj þ jR1jjR3j
jAj

� �
:

Similarly, we have

TCðJCÞ ¼ cLMF � jR3j þ
rRL
MM

rRMF

� cLMF � �1;B � ðjBj þ jR2jÞ:

TCðJRÞ < TCðJCÞ will lead to

rRL
MM � cLMF � jR3j þ

rRL
MM

rRMF

� cLMF � �1;B � jBj þ jR1jjR3j
jAj

� �

< cLMF � jR3j þ
rRL
MM

rRMF

� cLMF � �1;B � ðjBj þ jR2jÞ:

We next get

rRL
MM � jR3j þ

rRL
MM

rRMF

� �1;B � jBj þ jR1jjR3j
jAj

� �

< jR3j þ
rRL
MM

rRMF

� �1;B � ðjBj þ jR2jÞ:

Then,
rR
MF

ðrRL
MM

�1Þ
rRL
MM

< �1;B � ðjR2j
jR3j �

jR1j
jAj Þ. Explicitly,

rRMF  ðrRL
MM � 1Þ

rRL
MM

< �1;B � jR2j
jR3j

� jR1j
jAj

� �

leads to TCðJRÞ < TCðJCÞ. tu
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